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Sponsors for these test sessions:

CISCO Systems :  Loaned a 3750G-24TS switch
Cluster File Systems :  Provided the latest Lustre software
DataDirect Networks :  Loaned an S2A 8500 disk system,

participated in tests
E4 Computer Engineering :  Loaned 5 assembled biprocessor nodes
Extreme Networks :  Loaned a Summit 400-48t switch
Panasas :  Loaned 3 ActiveScale shelves,

actively participated in tests
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Goals for these test series

- This time we decided to re-evaluate one seasoned (AFS) and take    
a look at the two new (Lustre 1.4.1, Panasas 2.2.2) NAS solutions. 
These 3 distributed file systems all provide single file system image,
are highly scalable and may be considered  as possible datastore
candidates for large Linux farms with commodity GigE NICs.

- Two members of our collaboration were interested in NFS, so we 
were to test it as well.     

- As usual, we were to base our setup on the most recent components
that we could obtain (disk systems and storage servers) . One of the
goals was to check and compare the performance of RAID controllers
that were used.
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Components

Disk systems:

4x Infortrend EonStor A16F-G2221 16 bay SATA-to-FC arrays:
16 Hitachi 7K250 250 GB SATA disks (7200 rpm) per controller
Two 2 Gbit Fibre Channel outlets per controller
Cache: 1 GB per controller

1x DataDirect S2A 8500 System:
2 controllers
8 Fibre Channel outlets at 2 Gbit
160 Maxtor Maxline II 250 GB SATA disks (7200 rpm)
8 Fibre Channel outlets at 2 Gbit 
Cache: 2.56 GB



Infortrend EonStor A16F-G2221

- Two 2Gbps Fibre Host Channels
- NEW: ASIC 266 MHz architecture (twice the power of A16F-G1A2):  300+ MB/s
- RAID levels supported: RAID 0, 1 (0+1), 3, 5, 10, 30, 50, NRAID and JBOD 
- Multiple arrays configurable with dedicated or global hot spares
- Automatic background rebuild
- Configurable stripe size and write policy per array
- Up to 1024 LUNs supported
- 3.5", 1" high 1.5Gbps SATA disk drives
- Variable stripe size per logical drive
- Up to 64TB per LD
- Up to 1GB SDRAM



DataDirect S2A 8500

- Single 2U S2A8500 with Four 2Gb/s Ports or 
Dual 4U with Eight 2Gb/s Ports

- Up to 1120 Disk Drives; 8192 LUNs supported
- 5TB to 336TB with FC or SATA disks
- Sustained Performance 1.5 GB/s (dual 4U, sequential large block)
- Full Fibre-Channel Duplex Performance on every port
- PowerLUN™ 1.5 GB/s+ individual LUNs without host-based striping
- Up to 20GB of Cache, LUN-in-Cache Solid State Disk functionality
- Real time Any to Any Virtualization
- Very fast rebuild rate
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Components

- High-end Linux units for both servers and clients    
Servers :  2-way Intel Nocona 3.4 GHz,  2GB RAM,  2 QLA2310 2Gbit HBA
Clients  :  2-way Intel Xeon 2.4+ GHz, 1GB RAM
OS         :  SuSE SLES 9 on servers, SLES 9 / RHEL 3 on clients 

- Network – nonblocking GigE switches
CISCO - 3570G-24TS (24 ports)
Extreme Networks - Summit 400-48t (48 ports)  

- SAN
Qlogic Sanbox 5200 – 32 ports

- Appliances
3 Panasas ActiveScale Shelves 
Each shelf had 3 Director Blades and 8 Storage Blades
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Panasas Storage Cluster Components 

DirectorBlade
StorageBlade

Integrated GE Switch

Shelf Front
1 DB, 10 SB

Shelf Rear

Midplane routes GE, power

Battery Module
(2 Power units)
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SATA / FC Systems
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SATA / FC: raid controllers 

Storage Server Storage Server
Data Direct  S2A 8500  
Each of the two singlet controllers had
4 FC outlets, and we used two server
nodes with 2 HBAs each to fully load it DDN 8500A singlet

2x3.4 GHz
2 QLA2310 HBAs

2x3.4 GHz, 
2xQLA2310

4 Logical drives

Storage Server
Infortrend A16F-G2221  
The new ASIC 266 based controller is 
capable to deliver more then 200 MB/s,
so we needed 2 HBAs at 2 Gbit  to attach
it to a server node

IFT A16F- G2221

2x3.4 GHz
2 QLA2310 HBAs

2 Logical drives
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SATA / FC: raid controllers 

In all configurations, every server node had two logical drives (IFT or DDN).
We have tried to use them either separately, or joined them in sw raid (MD).

To get most out of our RAID systems, we have tried different filesystems
(EXT3 and XFS), and varied the number of jobs doing I/O in the system.

Every job was just an instance of “lmdd” from “lmbench” suite
(see http://sourceforge.net/projects/lmbench). We wrote / read files of 10GB:

lmdd of=/LD/file bs=1000k count=10000 fsync=1
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SATA / FC: raid controllers 
EXT3, MB/sec XFS, MB/sec

Write Read Write Read

LD1,2,3,4 – 4 jobs 585 450 720 455

MD1(2 LDs) + MD2(2 LDs) – 4 jobs 430 642 740 660

One DDN S2A 8500 singlet 

215308200250MD1(2 LDs)    - 1 job
281310260280LD1,2              - 2 jobs

ReadWriteReadWrite

265312185225MD1(2 LDs)    - 2 jobs

152195150170LD1                 - 1 job

XFS, MB/secEXT3, MB/sec
One IFT A16F-G2221 

In case when XFS is used, one DDN singlet is more than two times faster than one IFT.
The situation with EXT3 is different, 2 IFTs behave more or less like one DDN.
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SATA / FC: Expandability and costs

Infortrend:

One array with 1 GB of cache and backup battery (without disks) trades for
5350 E. The disks will cost either: 16*170= 2720 E (250 GB) or 16*350= 5600 E
(400 GB).

All together, this means:

300 MB/sec, 4.0 TB    8070 E     2.0 E/GB
300 MB/sec, 6.4 TB    10950 E     1.7 E/GB

The new model A24F-R with the same controller and 24 drives yields
(very approximate pricing):

300 MB/sec, 9.6 TB    17390 E    1.8 E/GB
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SATA / FC: Expandability and costs
Data Direct Networks

This system definitively belongs to another pricing class. 
The 2-controller system with 20 TB and 8 FC outlets may cost around 80 KE:  

1500 MB/sec,  20 TB    80000 E     4.0 E/GB

While the similar power may be achieved with 5 IFT systems at  ~40 KE:

1500 MB/sec,  20 TB    40350 E    2.0 E/GB

At the price per GB two times higher, the DDN system has a lot more of
expandabilty and redundancy options than IFT. As all logical drives may
be zoned internally to any of the FC outlets, one can build different failover
configurations. DDN drive rebuilds are exceptionally fast and do not lead to
visible performance penalties. 
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File Systems Tests
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Test setup (NFS, AFS, Lustre)
Load Farm 

(16 biprocessor nodes at 2.4+ GHz)

Gigabit Ethernet 
CISCO/Extreme

Server 1

LD 1 LD 2 

Server 2

LD 1 LD 2 

Server 3

LD 1 LD 2 

Server 4

LD 1 LD 2 

MDS(Lustre)

SAN QLogic 5200SAN QLogic 5200

On each server, 2 Gigabit Ethernet NICs were bonded (bonding-ALB).
LD1, LD2: could be IFT or DDN. Each LD was zoned to a distinct HBA.
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Configuration details (NFS,AFS,Lustre)
- In all 3 cases we used SuSE SLES with kernel 2.6.x on server nodes
(was highly recommended by Lustre people)

- NFS. All servers were started with either 64 or 128 threads. Each of them
exported 2 partitions was set up on two logical drives to all the clients.  The 
clients were RHEL 3 with kernel 2.4.21-27.0.2.Elsmp. Mount options:

-o tcp,rsize=32768,wsize=32768

- AFS. We used a variant of MR-AFS 1.3.79+ prepared by H.Reuter for
SLES 9. All client nodes  were SLES 9 with kernel 2.6.5-7.97-smp.
Cache: in memory, 64 MB. Each of the server nodes exported 2 /vicep
partitions organized on two idependent logical drives.

- Lustre 1.4.1. Installation was straightforward (just 2 RPMs). As our disks were 
very fast, it made no big sense to use striping (although we tested it as well).
Each of the servers (OSS) was exporting two independent OSTs set up on 2 
indipendent LDs.  We used RHEL 3 on clients, with Lustre’s version of kernel
2.4.21-27.0.2smp.     
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Configuration details (Panasas)
- Panasas is an easily configurable appliance; physically it is a blade server.
A 3U enclosure may host  up to 11 blades. Each blade is a standalone Linux
host complete with CPU and one or two disk drives.

- All blades are connected inside a shelf to an internal GigE switch. Four ports 
of this switch serve to communicate with external world and should be connected
in inter-switch trunking (802.3ad) to the clients’ network.

- There are 2 types of blades: Director Blade and Storage Blade. Director Blades
administer the data traffic requests. Real data are served by Storage Blades.
Number of blades of different type in a shelf may vary. We used 1DB and 10SBs.

- Client access: native protocol (DirectFlow), requires installation of a matching
kernel module (we used RHEL 3 with kernel 2.4.21-27.0.2.Elsmp), or NFS/CIFS. 

- Clients mount a single image file system from one of the Director Blades.
Adding more shelves does not disrupt the operation and increases the
aggregate througput and capacity (this we yet have not tested).
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Dynamic Load Balancing

StorageBlade load balancing
Eliminates capacity imbalances 

Passive: uses creates to rebalance

Active: re-stripes to balance new storage

DirectorBlade load balancing
Assigns clients across DirectorBlade cluster

Balances metadata management

DirectorBlades automatically added/deleted

KEY:
Eliminates need to constantly monitor and redistribute capacity and load
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What we measured
1) Massive aggregate I/O (large files, lmdd)

- All 16 clients were unleashed together, file sizes varied in the range 5-10GB  
- Gives a good idea about the system’s overall throughput

2) Pileup. This special benchmark was developed at CERN by R.Többicke.
- Emulation of an important use case foreseen in one of the LHC experiments;
- Several (64-128) 2GB files are first prepared on the file system under test
- The files are then read by a growing number of reader threads (ramp-up)

- Every thread selects randomly one file out of the list;        
- In a single read act, an arbitrary offset within file is calculated, 
and 50-60 KB are read starting with this offset;

- Output is the number of operations times bytes read per time interval

- Pileup results are important for future service planning   
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A typical Pileup curve
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3) Emulation of a DAQ Data Buffer 
- A very common scenario in HEP DAQ architecture

- Data is constantly arriving from the detector and has to end up
on the tertiary strorage (tapes)

- A temporary storage area on the way of the data to tapes serves
for reorganization of streams, preliminary real-time analysis and
as a security buffer to hold against the interrupts of the archival 
system

- Of big interest for service planning: general throughput of a balanced
Data Buffer.

- A DAQ Manager may moderate the data influx (for instance, by tuning 
certain trigger rates), thus balancing it with the outflux. 

- We were running 8 writers and 8 readers, one process per client. Each file was
accessed at any given moment by one and only one process. On writer
nodes we could moderate the writer speed by adding some dummy
“CPU eaters”.
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DAQ Data Buffer
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Results for 8 GigE outlets
Massive I/O, MB/sec Balanced DAQ Buffer 

Influx, MB/sec
Pileup, MB/sec

Write Read

300

-

390

390

380

NFS IFT 704 808 80-90

AFS IFT 397 453 70

LUSTRE IFT 790 780 55-60

LUSTRE DDN 790 780 -

100+PANASAS x2 740 822

2 remarks:
- Each of the storage nodes had 2 GigE NICs. We have tried to add a third NIC to

see if we could get more out of the node. There was a modest improvement
of less than 10 percent so we decided to use 8 NICs on 4 nodes per run.

- Panasas shelf had 4 NICs, and we report here its results multiplied by 2,
to be able to compare it with all other 8-NIC configurations.  
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Some caveats
NFS:
- There was not a single glitch when we were running all three tests on it.

However, when once we started a VERY HIGH number of writer threads
per server (192 threads per box), we were able to hang some of them. 

- We have not used the latest SLES kernel update, nor we had time to debug
it. Whoever wants to entrust himself to this (or any other ) version of NFS
has to do a massive stress test on it. 

Lustre:
- The (undocumented) parameter that governs the Lustre’s client read-ahead

behaviour was of crucial importance to our tests. It is hard to find a
“golden” value for this parameter that would satisfy both Pileup and
Massive Read benchmarks. If you are fast with Pileup, you are slow 
with large streaming read, and vice versa.      
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Conclusions

1) With 8 GigE NICs in the system, one would expect a throughput in excess of
800 MB/sec for large streaming I/O. Lustre and Panasas can clearly deliver this,
NFS is also doing quite well. 

The very fact that we were operating around 800 MB/sec with this hardware
means that our storage nodes were well-balanced (no bottlenecks,  we even
might have had a reserve of 100 MB/sec per setup). 

2) Pileup results were relatively good for AFS, and best in case of Panasas.
The outcome of this benchmark is correlated with the number of spindles
in the system. Two Panasas shelves had 40 spindles, while 4 storage nodes
used 64 spindles. So Panasas file system was doing a much better job per
spindle than any other solution  that we tested (NFS, AFS, Lustre).  
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3) Out of three distributed file systems that we tested, Lustre and Panasas 
demonstrated the best results. Panasas may have some point over Lustre,
as it performs uniformly well both for large streaming and random access I/O.

4) AFS should still not be discarded as it appears that it may be even
competitve economically (see the next slide). 
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Cost estimates for 800 MB /sec 
(very approximate!)

An IFT-based storage node:
1 machine  - 2.6 KE
2 HBAs                   - 1.7 KE
1 IFT with 2.5 TB   - 7.0 KE
_______________________________________________________
Total           - 11.3 KE

Option 1: AFS “alignment” (1 more machines)       - 2.6 KE
Option 2: Lustre commercial version - 5+ KE

Panasas:
1 Shelf (bulk buy of more than N units, 
including one year of golden 24/7 support) - 29.0 KE
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TOTALS:

4 IFT   Lustre public              (10 TB, 800 MB/sec)     - 45.2  KE
4 IFT   AFS                             (10 TB, 800 MB/sec)      - 55.6  KE
4 IFT   Lustre commercial    (10 TB, 800 MB/sec)      - 65+   KE

2 Panasas shelves                (10 TB, 800 MB/sec)     - 58.0 KE


